“Champions in their Field” Career Panel
in conjunction with

Featuring Electrical Engineering Alumna
and Honeywell Engineer
Karen Brack

Wednesday, Nov. 12
7:00pm – 8:30pm
Holliday Forum, Journalism Building

Louisiana Cuisine Refreshments will be Served

Have you ever wondered what a day in the life of an engineer is really like? Hear from LSU alumni who have taken their LSU educations to new heights. Karen led the Honeywell team that developed the programmable electronic hardware components of the flight controls electronics on the Boeing 787 “Dreamliner.” Speakers also include Chris Spitale of LucasFilms (producer of Star Wars and Indian Jones), Merv Wampold, Jr of Wampold Strategies (political consultants), and Carol Frazer of the Meredith Corporation (marketing agency for national leading home & fitness magazines).